AAU GUIDELINES_ ECIU UNIVERSITY RESEARCHER MOBILITY FUND 2021-2023

Status: long-term open call for applications

Submission Deadline: anytime until 31.12.2023

Grant Size: up to 5,000 Euros per grant. Budget 20,000 Euros per year per university

As a member of the ECIU University, Aalborg University recognises the importance of developing a culture of transnational and multidisciplinary collaboration among its researchers at different member institutions. Being aimed at stimulating and facilitating its researchers for cross member institutions scientific collaboration, the ECIU University Researcher Mobility Fund (RMF) is launched to promote researcher exchanges and scientific visits. A researcher and Ph.D. candidate at any member institution of the ECIU University may apply a grant for travels and associated costs to visit other member institutions to establish and extend collaboration for research.

RMF is in general open to all disciplines with preferences given to applications addressing the common research fields under the framework of the UN Sustainable Development Goals 11 (Sustainable cities and communities)

AAU specific rules, chronological order:

1. Applicants must identify and contact the host institution and get its written agreement for the mobility. Also, support from the PhD supervisor and/or Research Unit coordinator must be secured.
2. Fill out the ECIU RMF application form and make sure that
   - Your activities are aligned with AAU department as well as ECIU research strategy.
   - Funding is available (department lead/Dean’s Office)
3. Submit application to your respective Dean’s office for application assessment
4. Approved applications are submitted to the local contact point of the host university. For local contact points see here: [https://www.eciu.org/for-university-staff/researchers-mobility-fund](https://www.eciu.org/for-university-staff/researchers-mobility-fund)
   - For information purposes - please CC the ENGINEERING Dean’s Office [engineer-ing@adm.aau.dk](mailto:engineer-ing@adm.aau.dk).

For questions, please contact strategic advisor, Engineering, Lone Grøndahl Dalgaard [lgk@adm.aau.dk](mailto:lgk@adm.aau.dk)